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each member within the channel. Brands that do not leverage
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these relationships rarely succeed. This is why we can point out
beautiful esoteric products that have disappeared, and then
shudder when someone orders the number one category seller
in their cocktail. Make no mistake, this is rarely a coincidence.
If capital cannot be adequately dedicated to both sides of the
“wall”, it is much better for you to explore a contract arrangement
for your production. This will allow you to still produce a product
as you see fit, but also give it the opportunity to succeed.
Now let me be clear that I am not suggesting smoke and

Custom built
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distilling
needs

mirrors. I am all about authenticity. There can be nothing more
damaging to the artisan movement than distillers who do not take
responsibility by producing quality products or intend to mislead
consumers. To some degree, all artisan producers represent each
other. If a consumer ventures out from their name brand go-to
in order to try an artisan version of that category, and have a
bad experience, the likelihood of them trying another artisan
product is greatly diminished. The same holds true if one of
our colleagues misleads the consumer about their methods of
production or source of ingredients.
Lastly, it is just as important to be honest with yourself. This
business is very tough and requires significant capital. Take the
time to do it right in all of its aspects. If you rush your label
design, people will see it. If you rush your formulations, people
will taste it. You never want to look back in regret and wish you
had made more of an effort or had a little more capital. There are
simply too many other options from which consumers to choose
from. Give consumers a reason to want to talk about and try your
brand. Give them a reason why they cannot use anything else in
its place. Have a position that it is only your brand that they can
identify with.
I will leave you with one simple way to start to differentiate
your brand. Make a conscious effort to support American made
products and companies. There is nothing more disappointing
to me than when I see a brand wrapped in the American flag

German Craftsmanship at
its best for over 80 years

and touting they are an “American spirit”, but then source their
packaging from overseas. I fully acknowledge American made
is not always an option nor worthy, and rarely the cheapest.
However, this simple position already separates you significantly
from lots of other offerings, and speaks to many consumers on a
very personal level. As my grandfather, himself a distiller, used
to say: “Buy-buy American, or it’s bye-bye America!”

Scott Schiller is a fifth generation distiller and Managing
Director of Thoroughbred Brands. For more information visit
www.ThoroughbredBrands.com or call (502) 533-7071.
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